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Renovation of the Heart explains the common misunderstandings about human nature and the discipleship process by outlining
the general pattern of personal spiritual transformation––not as a formula, but as a systematic process. This bestseller by Dallas
Willard explains that as intentional apprentices of Jesus, we are to move deeper into a relationship with God while becoming more
like Jesus. In his unique, winning way, Dallas Willard will guide you in discovering your true identity while exploring spiritual growth
in a new way. Includes discussion questions.
Every day, major headlines tell the story of how Christianity is attempting to influence American culture and politics. But statistics
show that young Americans are disenchanted with a faith that has become culturally antagonistic and too closely aligned with
partisan politics. In this personal yet practical work, Jonathan Merritt uncovers the changing face of American Christianity by
uniquely examining the coming of age of a new generation of Christians. Jonathan Merritt illuminates the spiritual ethos of this new
generation of believers who engage the world with Christ-centered faith but an un-polarized political perspective. Through personal
stories and biblically rooted commentary this scion of a leading evangelical family takes a close, thoughtful look at the changing
religious and political environment, addressing such divisive issues as abortion, gay marriage, environmental use and care, race,
war, poverty, and the imbalance of world wealth. Through Scripture, the examples of Jesus, and personal defining faith
experiences, he distills the essential truths at the core of a Christian faith that is now just coming of age.
How do we hear God's voice? How can we be sure that what we hear is not our own subconscious? What if what God says to us
is not clear? In this Signature Collection edition of a beloved classic, bestselling author Dallas Willard offers rich spiritual insight
into how we can hear God's voice clearly and develop an intimate partnership with him in the work of his kingdom.
At a time when popular atheism books are talking about the irrationality of believing in God, Willard makes a rigorous intellectual
case for why it makes sense to believe in God and in Jesus, the Son.
Dallas Willard, the author of the bestselling spiritual classic, The Divine Conspiracy, now fulfills his revolutionary vision of how the
kingdom of God is made real on earth in this sequel, the last book he was working on before his recent death. In The Divine
Conspiracy, revered Christian philosopher and scholar Dallas Willard critiqued the church's obsession with "sin management" and
revolutionized our understanding of true Christian discipleship. Jesus is not a remote savior, waiting to welcome us into heaven
after we die, Willard argued. He is a dynamic living force, a leader and teacher to whom we apprentice ourselves to learn the
sacred skills God wants us to embrace, and to fulfill His son's vision when Christ declared that the "kingdom of God has come." In
The Divine Conspiracy Continued, co-written with theologian Gary Black, Willard lays out the next stage in God's plan as this
generation of disciples, including ordained and lay leaders, step into positions of authority across our culture and begin to
transform the world from the inside out. To fulfill the Christian calling is not to remove oneself from the outside world and take
shelter from its shortcomings, Willard reminds us, but to step into the world to lead and serve as agents of change.
Copastors Kent Carlson and Mike Lueken tell the story of how God took their thriving, consumer-oriented church and transformed
it into a modest congregation of unformed believers committed to the growth of the spirit--even when it meant a decline in
numbers. As Kent and Mike found out, a decade of major change is not easy on a church. Oak Hills Church, from the pastoral staff
to the congregation, had to confront addiction to personal ambition, resist consumerism and reorient their lives around the
teachings of Jesus. Their renewed focus on spiritual formation over numerical growth triggered major changes in the content of
their sermons, the tenor of their worship services, and the reason for their outreach. They lost members. But the health and
spiritual depth of their church today is a testimony of God's transforming work and enduring faithfulness to the people he loves.
Honest and humble, this is Kent and Mike's story of a church they love, written to inspire and challenge other churches to let God
rewrite their stories as well. Read it for the church you love.
How does God make our character more like Christ's? What is His part, and what is ours? "Under construction" is the condition of
our hearts as children of God. He is the Contractor in charge, and Christ's likeness is His flawless design. We contribute to the
process by cooperating with His work within us and by following the principles and instructions of His word. Then transformation
happens.This Bible study compilation is a construction guide to building godly character and overcoming the hidden problems that
sabotage it. It explores how God works in our lives and gives us wisdom to handle such real-life issues as unwanted change, grief,
loneliness, financial debt, and difficult people. It shares God's blueprints for a renovated heart by looking at Jesus' character, godly
people in the Bible, the Fruit of the Spirit, and the Beatitudes. It also discusses how to help our children grow in godly
character.Whether your heart renovation started recently or years ago, this book will encourage you to continue to cooperate with
God until the job is done. After all, the goal and the reward is building a heart like His.A leader guide for a group study is included.
The Divine Conspiracy has revolutionized how we think about the true meaning of discipleship. In this classic, one of the most
brilliant Christian thinkers of our times and author of the acclaimed The Spirit of Disciplines, Dallas Willard, skillfully weaves
together biblical teaching, popular culture, science, scholarship, and spiritual practice, revealing what it means to "apprentice"
ourselves to Jesus. Using Jesus’s Sermon of the Mount as his foundation, Willard masterfully explores life-changing ways to
experience and be guided by God on a daily basis, resulting in a more authentic and dynamic faith.
Each chapter in this workbook by Trevor Hudson is peppered with "holy experiments," simple practices that bring you into God's
presence and help you experience life as his beloved. At the end of each chapter is a set of questions which are ideal for
discussion with one or two spiritual friends or a small group. A Renovaré Resource.
Dallas Willard spent his life making eternal living concrete for his friends. With his unexpected passing in 2013, the world lost a
brilliant mind. The wide breadth of his impact inspired friends, family, colleagues, students and leaders of the church to gather their
reflections on this celebrated yet humble theologian and philosopher. Richard Foster, a friend for over forty years, writes of Dallas:
"He possessed in his person a spiritual formation into Christlikeness that was simply astonishing to all who were around him.
Profound character formation had transpired in his body and mind and spirit until love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness and self-control were at the very center of the deep habit-structures of his life. He exhibited a substantively
transformed life. Dallas was simply soaked in the presence of the living Christ." Curated by Gary Moon, director of the Dallas
Willard Center, this medley of Dallas's wise teaching and lived model of Christlikeness—as well as snapshots and "Dallas-isms"—will
move and motivate readers. Whether influenced by him as a family member, close friend, advisor, professor, philosopher, minister
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or reformer, contributors bring refreshing insight into not only his ideas and what shaped him, but also to his contagious theology
of grace and joy. Contributors include: Richard J. Foster Jane Willard J. P. Moreland John Ortberg James Bryan Smith Alan
Fadling Ruth Haley Barton and dozens more
Jan Johnson guides you through 61 carefully chosen selections from renowned author Dallas Willard’s best-selling book
Renovation of the Heart. With each selection, you’ll progress through Dr. Willard’s plan for renovating the complete person. Each
provocative reflection includes a thoughtful, meaty selection by Dallas Willard along with Jan’s illuminating personal stories, plus
suggestions for making the concepts come alive in your own experience.
Her return could be a second chance to repair a first love... Forty-three and jobless, Cynthia Marshall finds herself in the last place
she'd expected, back home on Madison Island, GA. Her small hometown holds the ghosts of choices past. From the large
Victorian she inherited from her beloved aunt, to unresolved family issues, and the boy turned man she left behind over two
decades ago. Starting a new career is hard enough but having to do so side by side with a person whose heart she broke is
something she never accounted for. Marcel Lewis is the owner of the only construction company on the island and is the key to
making Cynthia's new dream a reality. He never quite got over the abrupt departure of the first woman he ever loved. Her return
means he can finally get answers to the whys and what-ifs that have plagued him. Years have passed, feelings have remained,
but some wounds have yet to heal. The more time they spend together, the walls of the old house aren't the only ones tumbling
down. But they can't construct a future without answering for decisions of the past.
Bible teacher and acclaimed spoken-word artist David Bowden reveals the secret to winning the battle with sin. Many Christians
believe the only way to fight sin is to grit our teeth, strengthen our resolve, and rise above the onslaught of temptation. But in
reality, we have a far better weapon in our struggle with sin than the will-power mantras associated with diet and exercise. This
weapon is not saying "no" to sin but saying "yes" to God. In Rewire Your Heart, David Bowden helps us discover God's plan to
overcoming sin by rewiring our desires with the Gospel. When we invite the Holy Spirit to transform our underlying affections with
the good news of Jesus, we begin to break free from the patterns of sin, guilt, and determination, and discover the richer fulfillment
found in joyfully obeying God's commands.
Learn the secret of living with contentment, peace, and security. Pause for a moment and ask yourself what your life would be like
if it were completely without fear? If you did not fear death. If you did not fear life and what it might bring. If you did not fear any
man, or woman, or any living creature. Would you live differently? In this unique work of never-before-published teaching, Dallas
Willard revolutionizes our understanding of Psalm 23 by taking this comfortably familiar passage and revealing its extraordinary
promises: “The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want.... I will fear no evil.” The psalmist claims to live without any need and
without any fear. How is that possible? Written with Willard’s characteristic gentle wisdom, Life Without Lack reveals the secret to
enjoying God’s presence and becoming utterly caught up in his abundant generosity. The more we practice living in his presence,
the more we experience the peace and freedom from worry that is promised in the psalm. Based on a series of talks by the late
author and edited by his friend Larry Burtoft and by his daughter, Rebecca Willard Heatley, Life Without Lack will forever change
the way you understand and apply the most well-known passage in all of Scripture.
Does it take a miracle to read the Bible? God wrote a book, and its pages are full of his glory. But we cannot see his beauty on our
own, with mere human eyes. In Reading the Bible Supernaturally, John Piper aims to show us how God works through his written
Word when we pursue the natural act of reading the Bible, so that we experience his sightgiving power—a power that extends
beyond the words on the page. Ultimately, Piper shows us that in the seemingly ordinary act of reading the Bible, something
miraculous happens: we are given eyes to behold the glory of the living God.
A revised and updated edition of the manifesto that shows how simplicity is not merely having less stress and more leisure but an
essential spiritual discipline for the health of our soul.

Renovation of the Heart is an influential contribution from the late Dallas Willard that continues to break ground twenty
years after its first release. Helping us to understand how character is formed and where Jesus does his most significant
work on our spiritual and emotional health, this book changed a generations mind about what it means to follow Jesusnot
a matter of sin management but a matter of drawing near and letting ourselves be shaped into the eternal people of God.
With reflections on the books impact over its life from family, friends, and admirers of Dallas, and supplemental resources
for the first time in print, Renovation of the Heart will continue its ministry of liberation-by-formation for years to come.
Includes a foreword by John Mark Comer and an afterword by Natasha Sistrunk Robinson.
We know that faith means “being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not see” (Hebrews 11:1, NIV).
Love Your God with All Your Mind explains the importance of using your mind not only to win others to Christ but also to
experience personal spiritual growth. Author J. P. Moreland challenges you to use logic and reason to further God’s
kingdom through evangelism, apologetics, worship, and vocation. This revised edition includes expanded appendixes
and three new chapters that outline how to reason for the reality of God and the historicity of Jesus’ life teachings, death,
and resurrection.
This book will help you reflect on the spiritual significance of each element of the human person—heart, mind, body, social
life, and soul—so that God can transform you. Includes discussion questions.
How to Live as Jesus Lived Dallas Willard, one of today's most brilliant Christian thinkers and author of The Divine
Conspiracy (Christianity Today's 1999 Book of the Year), presents a way of living that enables ordinary men and women
to enjoy the fruit of the Christian life. He reveals how the key to self-transformation resides in the practice of the spiritual
disciplines, and how their practice affirms human life to the fullest. The Spirit of the Disciplines is for everyone who strives
to be a disciple of Jesus in thought and action as well as intention.
Dallas Willard explores what it means to live well now in light of God's kingdom. This book is adapted from the talks given
at the February 2013 Dallas Willard Center "Knowing Christ Today" conference. Each chapter is followed with an
illuminating dialogue between Dallas Willard and John Ortberg.
The last command Jesus gave the church before he ascended to heaven was the Great Commission, the call for
Christians to "make disciples of all the nations." But Christians have responded by making "Christians," not "disciples."
This, according to brilliant scholar and renowned Christian thinker Dallas Willard, has been the church's Great Omission.
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"The word disciple occurs 269 times in the New Testament," writes Willard. "Christian is found three times and was first
introduced to refer precisely to disciples of Jesus. . . . The New Testament is a book about disciples, by disciples, and for
disciples of Jesus Christ. But the point is not merely verbal. What is more important is that the kind of life we see in the
earliest church is that of a special type of person. All of the assurances and benefits offered to humankind in the gospel
evidently presuppose such a life and do not make realistic sense apart from it. The disciple of Jesus is not the deluxe or
heavy-duty model of the Christian -- especially padded, textured, streamlined, and empowered for the fast lane on the
straight and narrow way. He or she stands on the pages of the New Testament as the first level of basic transportation in
the Kingdom of God." Willard boldly challenges the thought that we can be Christians without being disciples, or call
ourselves Christians without applying this understanding of life in the Kingdom of God to every aspect of life on earth. He
calls on believers to restore what should be the heart of Christianity -- being active disciples of Jesus Christ. Willard
shows us that in the school of life, we are apprentices of the Teacher whose brilliance encourages us to rise above
traditional church understanding and embrace the true meaning of discipleship -- an active, concrete, 24/7 life with Jesus.
I'm not okay and you're not okay. We're in serious trouble. And yet the life that we are promised in Christ should be one
of spiritual maturity and increasing holiness. We should be light and salt to a dark and flavourless world. We should be
brimful of the fruit of the Spirit. So, why the yawning chasm between what we are and what we should be? When around
half of marriages fail, when there are massive problems with addiction, when our leaders are moral failures, when there is
war and world famine, who can we blame? Only ourselves, says Dallas Willard. We live from the heart - the spiritual
place within us from which outlook, choices and actions have been formed by a world away from God. Now it must be
transformed. With piercing cultural analysis Dallas Willard shows how the spirit of the age has blinded Christian people to
the truth of their moral responsibilities. He presents a radical challenge to be transformed to the likeness of Christ in
every dimension of life - thought, emotion, character, soul and body. Drawing on biblical and practical resources he
explores the spiritual disciplines that are crucial if, by the grace of God, we hope to acquire renovated hearts.
The foundational principles from Dallas Willard's Renovation of the Heart provide students with a plan to be transformed
into the character of Jesus in this interactive DVD curriculum.
As Christians, we know that we are new creations in Jesus. So we try to act differently, hoping this will make us more like Him. But changing
our outward behavior doesn’t change our hearts. Only by God’s grace can we be transformed internally. Renovation of the Heart lays a
biblical foundation for understanding what best-selling author Dallas Willard calls the “transformation of the spirit”—a divine process that
“brings every element in our being, working from inside out, into harmony with the will of God.” This fresh approach to spiritual growth
explains the biblical reasons why Christians need to undergo change in six aspects of life: thought, feeling, will, body, social context, and
soul. Willard also outlines a general pattern of transformation in each area, not as a sterile formula but as a practical process that you can
follow without the guilt or perfectionism so many Christians wrestle with. Don’t settle for complacency. Accept the challenge Renovation of
the Heart offers to become an intentional apprentice of Jesus Christ, changing daily as you walk with Him.
Becoming "co-laborers" with God in the construction of our lives--from the popular author of The Spirit of the Disciplines. Willard explores the
ways God has, is now, and will continue to communicate with us and shows us how to discover and utilize His guidance.
The revered Christian author whose bestselling classics include The Divine Conspiracy and The Spirit of the Disciplines provides a new
model for how we can present the Christian faith to others. When Christians share their faith, they often appeal to reason, logic, and the truth
of doctrine. But these tactics often are not effective. A better approach to spread Christ’s word, Dallas Willard suggests, is to use the
example of our own lives. To demonstrate Jesus’s message, we must be transformed people living out a life reflective of Jesus himself, a life
of love, humility, and gentleness. This beautiful model of life—this allure of gentleness—Willard argues, is the foundation for making the most
compelling argument for Christianity, one that will convince others that there is something special about Christianity and the Jesus we follow.
This beginning workbook for Spiritual Formation Groups features guidelines for starting a group, study plans for the first nine sessions, and a
questionnaire that helps map the way ahead. Based upon six major dimensions of the spiritual life found in the life of Christ and Christian
tradition: The Contemplative Tradition - The Holiness Tradition - The Charismatic Tradition - The Social Justice Tradition - The Evangelical
Tradition - and The Incarnational Tradition, this workbook program provides all the necessary ingredients to start and maintain a Spiritual
Formation Group. Successfully used by thousands of Spiritual Formation Group participants, A Spiritual Formation Workbook has been
completely revised to correlate with Richard J. Foster's Streams of Living Water. Its new and updated exercises and teachings offer fresh
perspectives on Christian faith and practice. Christian in perspective and ecumenical in breadth, RENOVARÉ (from the Latin, meaning "to
renew") is an effort committed to the renewal of the Church. Founded by bestselling writer Richard J. Foster, RENOVARÉ provides individual
churches with a balanced, practical, effective small-group strategy for spiritual growth.
Renovation of the HeartPutting on the Character of Christ - 20th Anniversary EditionNavPress
This New York Times bestselling book is filled with hundreds of fun, deceptively simple, budget-friendly ideas for sprucing up your home. With
two home renovations under their (tool) belts and millions of hits per month on their blog YoungHouseLove.com, Sherry and John Petersik
are home-improvement enthusiasts primed to pass on a slew of projects, tricks, and techniques to do-it-yourselfers of all levels. Packed with
243 tips and ideas—both classic and unexpected—and more than 400 photographs and illustrations, this is a book that readers will return to
again and again for the creative projects and easy-to-follow instructions in the relatable voice the Petersiks are known for. Learn to trick out a
thrift-store mirror, spice up plain old roller shades, "hack" your Ikea table to create three distinct looks, and so much more.
The Kingdom Life provides an integrated approach to spiritual formation. This rich compilation from an extraordinary team of thinkers offers
sound theology and key practices to strengthen you and those you disciple in light of Christ's lordship and life in the kingdom. -- back.
With this offering of daily devotionals (six per week), Dallas Willard helps us understand how we can know the voice of God and act on it.
Each day you'll read Scripture on this topic and find suggestions for prayer, journaling and reflection to draw you into God's prescence.
Christianity has tended to focus on right beliefs and right choices as the keys for personal growth. But biblical evidence and modern brain
science show that our character is shaped more by whom we love than what we believe. Through conversations he had with Dallas Willard at
the Heart & Soul Conference shortly before Dallas's death, Jim Wilder shows how we can train our brains to relate to God based on joyful,
mutual attachment--which leads to emotional and spiritual maturity as our identity and character are formed by our relationship with God.
Dallas Willard was a personal mentor and inspiration to hundreds of pastors, philosophers, and average churchgoers. In Gary W. Moon’s
candid and inspiring biography, we read about the development of Willard's personal character, philosophical writing, and spiritual teaching,
and how he has inspired some of the most influential books on spirituality of the last generation.
To encounter Jesus daily and have a relationship with Him changes everything; our focus becomes eternal. Experience Jesus in such a way
that His love-drenched, others-focused nature shapes your character. The spiritual practices in each chapter will challenge you to go deeper
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with Him.
Evangelical Christianity in the United States is currently in a dramatic state of change. Yet amidst this sometimes tumultuous religious
environment a rather unique blend of both ancient and contemporary Christian theology has found its way into the hearts and minds of
emerging generations of Christians. The Theology of Dallas Willard both describes and conveys the essence of this increasingly popular and
perhaps mediating view of the gospel of Jesus Christ. Blending both a prophetic critique with pastoral encouragement, Willard's unique
understanding of the reality present within a life lived as a disciple of Jesus in the kingdom of God is attracting both new and traditional
Christians to reconsider their faith.
Analyzes the seasons to discuss how God works in a person's life giving them good times and difficult times.
Christian ministries increasingly prioritize urban areas—big cities and suburbs are considered more strategic, more influential, and more
desirable places to live and work. As a ministry strategy, focusing on big places makes sense. But the gospel of Jesus is often unstrategic.
Filled with helpful stories and practical advice, pastor Stephen Witmer lays out an integrated theological vision for small-place ministry today.
For interior designer Lisa Reno things go from bad to worse when her contractor-brother falls off a ladder and breaks his leg. Now she has to
deal with the past coming back to haunt her, an old house with a corpse in the creepy cellar, and her best friend trying her best to fix her up
with any man that moves.Nick Woodward is willing to do his old college roommate a favor - especially since it involves renovating his own
inheritance. The last thing he wants is to get involved with anyone. When he lost his wife and unborn child so suddenly, he had made the
decision to keep God and everyone else at arm's length. So far, so good.Ah, the difference a trip to a dingy basement makes.
In this captivating follow-up to the bestselling kids' devotionals Indescribable and How Great Is Our God, founder of the Passion movement
Louie Giglio offers more mind-blowing, faith-building scientific facts and biblical truths about the wonder of God's creation. Well-known for his
powerful messages about science and the Bible, Louie Giglio has a passion for inspiring kids to notice, enjoy, and be in awe of God's
creation. In The Wonder of Creation, children will find new delight in God's creativity with 100 devotions that explore: Animals--from
honeyguide birds to flying snakes to white rhinos Space--from black holes to volcanic moons to gamma-ray bursts People--from optical
illusions to brain freezes to our immune systems Earth--from rainbow rivers to blue lava to flowing glaciers And much, much more! With
engaging illustrations and striking photography, this fun and informative book is ideal for children ages 6–10. Each of the 100 devotions
features a scientific fact or an easy activity for exploring faith, a short Bible verse, and a closing prayer. With a brightly embossed cover and a
ribbon bookmark, The Wonder of Creation: Is ideal for science-loving kids, Bible-loving kids, and any child ready to go deeper in faith.
Continues a well-loved devotional series that has sold more than half a million copies. Makes a great addition to a homeschool STEM
curriculum or a bedtime reading routine. As kids dive into this awe-inspiring devotional, they'll be amazed at the many wonders God has
made! Check out these other books in the bestselling Indescribable Kids series: Indescribable Indescribable for Little Ones How Great Is Our
God
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